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Abstract—With increasing usage of sensor data for medical purposes, the ability
to secure sensitive features in mobile sensor data from adversarial applications is a
continuous challenge. This paper introduces a random anonymization algorithm,
SparCTym, as a method for anonymizing sensitive features in walking accelerometer
data while maintaining the utility of the data. SparCTym was implemented in the
Android framework of a Nexsus S phone and tested with activity recognition
applications.
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1.

INTRODUCTION

Parallel with maintaining the utility of mobile sensor data, there is a growing
concern and interest in the role that sensors play in the compromise of a mobile user’s
privacy. The potential risk of an adversarial application utilizing mobile sensor data
to exploit a user’s privacy is ever present and is a subject that has to be continuously
analyzed and innovatively addressed.
While a user may be agreeable in allowing the use of his mobile sensor data for
medical or research purposes, he does not want an adversarial application to capture
sensitive information in his data.
Supervised training is a commonly used method for labeling data and building
models to detect simple everyday activities [1][2][4][9]. It employs activity
recognition algorithms and feature extraction to classify these activities. Over the
years, classification techniques have proven to be very effective on mobile
accelerometer sensor data. However, now, because o f the accuracy with which
activities are classified, the problem has arisen concerning the importance and the
need to “unclassify” or hide features in a mobile user’s accelerometer data that can
be used to identify sensitive information about that mobile user.
Alongside the improvement in the ability to accurately classify a mobile user’s
activities, another privacy and security risk has arisen with Android’s new ‘Activity
Recognition’ permission. This permission is hidden under ‘Other’ permissions and
does not require a mobile user’s intervention [10].
The subject of [1] reveals how accelerometer sensor data is used to classify
activities such as standing, walking, running, climbing up stairs, climbing down stairs,
sit-ups and vacuuming. Other areas of research have taken this type of study further
and show how, seemingly, innocent mobile accelerometer sensor data can be used
to recognize a mobile user’s daily activities such as walking, jogging, climbing stairs,
sitting, and standing [3].
Using the accelerometer and gyroscope sensors, [9] focuses on recognizing the
following activities; sitting, laying, standing, attaching to a table, walking, jogging,
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running, jumping, pushups, going down stairs, going up stairs and cycling. Person
recognition is the study of [4] and is achieved by using supervised training techniques
on a mobile user’s accelerometer sensor data to determine specific activities.
Even though activity recognition techniques have enhanced and proven to be
beneficial in areas such as health and medical research, these advancements, also,
bring an increase in the risk of a mobile user sharing sensitive activity data with,
potentially, adversarial applications. For example, a mobile user experiencing a
limp, during the recovery from a recent knee surgery or another mobile user who
has had a limp for years, both will not want to give an adversarial application their raw
accelerometer data as it could reveal vulnerabilities in their walking data.
To address the problem of, potentially, sending sensitive features in activity data to
calling applications, we propose a modification to the Android operating system
with a feature anonymizing/utility preserving algorithm called SparCTym. The purpose
of this algorithm is to randomly anonymize sensitive features in a mobile user’s raw
accelerometer walking data while maintaining its utility. Using the SparCTym
algorithm, we aim to anonymize the following key attributes of accelerometer data:
entropy, mean and correlation. There are some features, such as max and min that are
expected to stay the same between the anonymized and original data, because of nature
of the SparCTym algorithm.
1.

RELATED WORK

The subject in [5] provides mobile sensor data that can be utilized by a
requesting application, while protecting the privacy of users. It proposes the privacy
framework, IPShield which accomplishes two major tasks: A mobile user defines a
‘Blacklist’ of inferences that should not to be shared with a calling application and
a ‘Whitelist’ of inferences that can be shared with the application; a graphical model
is created to reveal what an application already knows about a mobile user. This
model is then used to determine what type of data will be sent to a calling
application: suppressed, (no data are sent), perturbed, (noise is introduced into the
data, prior to releasing it to an application or synthetic, (data unrelated to the sensor
data)
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In another study, a modification to the Android framework called “Override” [6]
is introduced t o intercept raw sensor data, prior to it reaching a calling application
and depending on rules set by the mobile user, either perturbs it or replaces it with
synthetic data. Our study differs from the previous two, as there are no rules or anything
to setup by the mobile user.
Activities in [7] were recognized using the K-nearest neighbor (K-NN) algorithm.
A small database is created with the training data from activities such as walking,
running, climbing up, etc. After training and classifying the data initially collected,
K-NN is used to classify new records of each activity performed
for a specified time by comparing them with the already trained data to obtain the
Euclidian distance between points. The new record is classified as its nearest neighbor.
The SparCTym algorithm, also, creates a mini database. However, this database differs
from that of [7], as it is created by logging, for a minute, each ‘X’ value with the first
occurrence of a specified substring of ‘X and its corresponding ‘Y’ and ‘Z’ values..
A new multi-objective loss function is used in [10] to train convolutional autoencoders (CAEs) to provide a method for anonymizing accelerometer and gyroscope
data from a mobile phone. In our study, an encoder is not used.
Prior work [8] explored randomly anonymizing mobile sensors’ data on an Android
mobile phone and testing the manipulated data on various Android sensor applications.
This paper extends that study by exploiting the randomness of accelerometer data to
obscure sensitive features in that data.
The remaining sections unveil the methodology and test results after implementing
the SparCTym algorithm in the Android framework.
2. METHODOLOGY
The purpose of the SparCTym algorithm is to anonymize sensitive features in a
mobile user’s accelerometer walking data while maintaining the utility of the data. In
this study, the features focused on for anonymization are entropy, correlation and
mean. These elements were chosen because they are common features used in activity
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recognition algorithms.

Figure 1
For time less than or equal to one minute, save each ‘X’ value with the first
occurrence of a specified substring of ‘X and its corresponding ‘Y’ and ‘Z’ values
in an array (arrayB). Count the number of unique substrings of the “X” values
that have occurred. These counts are known as Sparse#s, (Sparse numbers). Once
the time is greater than one minute, select the three largest Sparse#s These values
will be known as max1, max2 and max3.
For each new ‘X’ value, check if the substring of ‘X’ exists in arrayB. If the
substring of the X value is in arrayB, select the ‘X’ value found and its
corresponding ‘Y’ and ‘Z’ values in arrayB. If the substring of the X value
is not in arrayB, then select the original “X’, ‘Y’ and ‘Z’ values and
randomly anonymize ‘X’.
Note: If the Sparse# of an “X’ value equals to max1, max2 or max3, then
there is a greater probability that “X’ will be randomly anonymized than
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if the Sparse# does not equal to max1, max2 or max3.
3. RESULTS
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Over a period of three days and for different lengths of time, a Nexus S
phone user captured recordings as he walked. Tables 1, 2 and 3 hold the results of
calculations performed on the data.
From these tables, it can be seen that the entropy of the anonymized
accelerometer walking data (Entropy-A) is different from that of the entropy of the
original data (Entropy-O). Also, the anonymized accelerometer mean (Mean-A) is
notably different than that of the original mean (Mean-O).
The results, also, show that the Max (Max-A) and min (Min-A)
anonymized X, Y and Z values were sometimes different from those of the original
Max (Max-O) and Min (Min-O) original values. This would be expected, because
if the substring(X) is found in array(B), there is a good chance that the original
Max and Min values will be reused in the anonymized data.
Correlation of the anonymized X, Y and Z values with the original X, Y
and Z values portrays how significantly different the anonymized data are different
from the original data.
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(Galaxy S7)

Picture 1

(Nexus S)

Picture 2
Two activity recognition applications were installed on the Nexus S phone to
capture the mobile user’s activity when walking [11][12]. One application was
installed on a Galaxy S7 phone to capture the user’s walking data at the same time
that the Nexus S phone was recording data. Pictures 1 and 2 are sample screen
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shots from the Galaxy S7 and Nexus S phones, respectively, when capturing data
for data set 7 in Tables 1, 2 and 3. Referencing these pictures, it can be seen that
both phones started recording the mobile user’s walking data at the same time for,
approximately, the same amount of time.
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Graphs 1-18 show how the anonymized data for data sets 2, 5 and 10 look
when compared to the data of original counterparts. The graphs show that, even
though the Max and Min values in Tables 1 – 3 are sometimes equal to each, how
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significantly the anonymized data for the Y and Z axes differ from that of the
original Y and Z axes data.
In addition, the mobile user recorded running for approximately 2 minutes and
driving a vehicle for 3 minutes. These activities were recorded by the activity
applications installed on the Nexus S phone and anonymized by the SparCTym
algorithm.
4. CONCLUSION
From the results, we have shown with the implementation of the SparCTym
algorithm in the Android operating system, that we were able to anonymize
accelerometer walking data while maintaining the utility of the data. The entropy
and mean of the original data significantly changed when the data were
anonymized. Also, correlation between the original and anonymized Y and Z data
was very small. Low correlation is an indication that, potentially, sensitive data
has been obscured.
The initial detection of walking activity by the applications on the Nexus S was
slower than that of the Galaxy S7. However, once detected, subsequent activities
registered in a reasonable amount of time.
The CPU (1 GHz single-core ARM Cortex-A8) on the Nexus S could be a
factor as to why its initial recognition of an activity was slower than that of the
Galaxy S7 (Smapdragon 820/Exynos 8890 with 4 GB of RAM).
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